
Please visit our help centre as we have a full step by step 

guide online. 

Step 1: Depending on how you are planning on using the kit you may need 

to run the cable through your light fitting prior to installing onto the 

lampholder. 

Step 2: Separate the cord grip into the 2 parts then, screw the cord grip 

section with male thread into the base of the lampholder. 

Step 3: Slide the top part of the cord grip onto the cable then push the cable 

into the bottom section of the cord grip and out through the base of the 

lampholder. 

Step 4: Take the connection unit of the lampholder and connect the cable to 

it using the guide on other side of this leaflet. 

Step 5: Once connected push the connection unit into the base of the 

lampholder, Then slide the cord grip cover up the cable and screw in the 

connecting cord grip section. Ensuring the cord grip is gripping the outer 

sleeving of the cable. 

Step 6: Finally screw the top section of the lampholder onto the base of the 

lampholder, this will then complete the installation of the lampholder. 

Step 7: Push the lampholder through the hole of the lamp or panel then use 

the wide shade ring and screw it onto the lampholder to secure it into place. 

Kit11 

1x E14 Lampholder 

1x Wide Shade Ring 

1x Cord Grip 

1x 2 Core Cable Cord Set 

Kit Contains: Before you start please ensure you are 

competent to carry out electrical works 

and ensure the electricity is turned off. 

If in any doubt stop what you’re doing 

and seek professional advice. 

Ref:  

IS11 

 For further information visit: 

support.lampspares.co.uk 

And search for IS11 in the search box. 



Wiring Of The Lampholder 

E14 Locking Barb 

If you have any concerns or 

difficulties in connecting this 

product please contact us on 

details at the bottom of this 

manual. 

All electrical parts confirm to 

BS 60238 and have full CE 

approval. 

Certification can be obtained 

on request via email. 

Blue 

(Neutral) 

Brown

(Live) 

The locking barb is located in the image above, 

this will need to be pushed down to release 

the lampholder. 
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Please Note: 

The lampholder comes in 3 pieces, we 

screw together the cap and skirt to 

help protect it in transit, this will need 

to be unscrewed then installed as 

below, note the connection unit sits 

inside the cap then the skirt screws 

down over the top. 


